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ABSTRACT:

Slow moving deep-seated gravitational slope deformations are threatening infrastructure and economic wellbeing in mountainous

areas. Accelerating landslides may end up in a catastrophic slope failure in terms of rapid rock avalanches. Continuous landslide

monitoring enables the identification of critical acceleration thresholds, which are required in natural hazard management. Among

many existing monitoring methods, laser scanning is a cost effective method providing 3D data for deriving three dimensional and area-

wide displacement vectors at certain morphological structures travelling on top of the landslide. Comparing displacements between

selected observation periods allows the spatial interpretation of landslide acceleration or deceleration. This contribution presents five

laser scanning datasets of the active Reissenschuh landslide (Tyrol, Austria) acquired by airborne laser scanning (ALS), terrestrial laser

scanning (TLS) and Unmanned aerial vehicle Laser Scanning (ULS) sensors. Three observation periods with acquisition dates between

2008 and 2018 are used to derive area-wide displacement vectors. To ensure a most suitable displacement derivation between ALS,

TLS and ULS platforms, an analysis investigating point cloud features within varying search radii is carried out, in order to identify

a neighbourhood where common surfaces are represented platform independent or differences between the platforms are minimized.

Consequent displacement vector estimation is done by ICP-Matching using morphological structures within the high resolution TLS

and ULS point cloud. Displacements from the lower resolution ALS point cloud and TLS point cloud were determined using a modified

version of the well-known image correlation (IMCORR) method working with point cloud derived shaded relief images combined with

digital terrain models (DTM). The interplatform compatible analyses of the multi-temporal laser scanning data allows to quantify the

area-wide displacement patterns of the landslide. Furthermore, changes of these displacement patterns over time are assessed area-wide.

Spatially varying areas of landslide acceleration and deceleration in the order of ±15 cm a-1 between 2008 and 2017 and an area wide

acceleration of up to 20 cm a-1 between 2016 and 2018 are identified. Continuing the existing time series with future ULS acquisitions

may enable a more complete and detailed displacement monitoring using entirely represented objects within the point clouds.

1. INTRODUCTION

Monitoring the movement of deep seated gravitational slope de-

formations (DSGSDs) is an important tool to detect landslide ac-

celeration and potential slope collapses leading to catastrophic

rock avalanches (Carlà et al., 2017, Ostermann and Sanders,

2017). Vegetation penetrating multi-temporal laser scanning has

become a cost-efficient data acquisition technique for area-wide

change detection analyses (Wujanz et al., 2018) and landslide

displacement analyses (Fey et al., 2015, Pfeiffer et al., 2018).

Laser scanning exploits the advantageous possibility to remove

vegetation with an appropriate filter and allows a more precise

displacement analysis focusing on real landslide induced surface

changes by neglecting the unintended assessment of vegetation

changes. Displacement estimations can be done by using point

cloud data representing morphological features travelling on the

top of the landslide or by recognizing certain pixel patterns in

multi-temporal images derived from point clouds. Object-based

∗Corresponding author: jan.pfeiffer@oeaw.ac.at

point cloud analysis (OBPA) methods are promising approaches

where limitations like raster size and raster aggregation method

of conventional image based methods can be avoided and a more

detailed analysis in landslide monitoring is performable (Mayr et

al., 2017). Introducing correspondences between multi-temporal

images based on spectral properties and by object-based image

analyses (OBIA), may be able to determine displacements, where

geometrically based object definitions cannot be introduced.

Displacements are commonly derived between multiple acquisi-

tion epochs forming a time series of observation periods. Surface

information of each epoch may be assessed with a different acqui-

sition platform demanding the application of interplatform com-

patible displacement estimation techniques (Corsini et al., 2009,

Zieher et al., 2018, Young et al., 2010, Ghuffar et al., 2013).

Different laser scanning platforms implicate certain advantages

or disadvantages considering data properties or acquisition ef-

fort. This contribution presents an existing time series covering

10 years of airborne laser scanning (ALS) and terrestrial laser

scanning (TLS) data which is recently continued with Unmanned
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29.08.2008 - ALS

28.06.2016 - TLS

26.06.2017 - TLS

05.10.2018 - TLS
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Figure 1. a) Laser scanning datasets with respective characteristics and acquisition dates indicating three observation periods. b)

Location of the Reissenschuh landslide in the province of Tyrol, Austria and illustrated description of the laser scanning acquisition

setup.

aerial vehicle Laser Scanning (ULS) (Fig. 1a). The objectives of

this study are (i) to describe the major differences of point clouds

obtained from different laser scanning platforms, (ii) to identify

and apply an interplatform compatible method to derive landslide

displacements from different laser scanning platforms and (iii) to

present and interpret a time series of landslide displacements ob-

tained from an integration of multi-platform laser scanning data

indicating landslide movement patterns (e.g. landslide accelera-

tion or deceleration) between different observation periods.

2. STUDY AREA

The monitored Reissenschuh landslide can be classified as a DS-

GSD as mean displacements of 0.62 ma-1 were determined in a

previous study (Pfeiffer et al., 2018) and geomorphological inter-

pretations of the landslide movement indicate a shear-plane that is

located several meters below the surface. The DSGSD is situated

on a south facing slope of the east-west striking Schmirn valley

(Tyrol, Austria) (Fig. 1b). The currently active part of the DS-

GSD covers altitudes between 2200 and 1700 m a.s.l. and is sur-

rounded by summits of up to 2600 m a.s.l. to the west, north and

east. The bedrock surrounding the landslide is made of penninic

Bündner schist (Bündnderschiefer) with varying content of lime.

The composition of the Bündner schist on the northern slopes

of the Schmirn valley is characterized by calcareous rich schists

overlaying schists deficient in lime (Frisch, 1979). Embedded

within this sequence, some non-calcareous and phyllite-rich lay-

ers of black schists containing millimetre-thin quartzite layers are

facilitating slope deformations (Rockenschaub et al., 2003).

Lower parts of the landslide are covered by a sparse larch (Larix
decidua) and spruce (Picea abies) tree forest while upper parts

are dominated by lower vegetation types like Alpine rose (Rhodo-
dendron hirsutum), mountain pine (Pinus mugo) or Alpine mead-

ows used for sheep pasture. Beside of vegetation cover, the ir-

regular and humped terrain shows a significant amount of non-

vegetated surface features such as bedrock outcrops and ran-

domly distributed single boulders (Fig. 3a) with some larger areas

covered by accumulated boulders.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1 Airborne Laser Scanning

ALS data presented in this contribution was commissioned by

the Federal state of Tyrol and acquired by TopScan GmbH with

an Optech Inc. ALTM3100 system on 29.08.2008. The surface

of the Reissenschuh landslide was recorded by four flight strips

(Fig. 1b) with approximately 3.1 pts/m2 resulting in an average

horizontal point spacing of 56 cm.

3.2 Terrestrial Laser Scanning

Three point clouds were acquired using a RIEGL VZ R©-6000

long-range terrestrial laser scanner form the opposite ridge. Ac-

quisitions were carried out on 28 June 2016, 26 June 2017 and

5 October 2018 using different measurement programs concern-

ing power supply, accessibility and eye safety since the instru-

ment operates a class 3B laser with a wavelength of 1064 nm and

a beam divergence of 0.12 mrad. Horizontal respectively verti-

cal angle resolutions vary between 0.003◦ and 0.006◦ depending

on the acquisition date. These settings led to point clouds with

approximately 120 to 173 pts/m2 within the active landslide part

and an average horizontal point spacing of 7.6 cm to 9.1 cm. The

scanning position was chosen to achieve an optimal coverage of

the active landslide part and was estimated beforehand by visibil-

ity analysis based on a digital surface model (DSM) derived from

the ALS data from 2008. Three 30x30 cm and two 15x15 cm rect-

angular reflective targets were installed on stable parts around the

landslide to facilitate point cloud registration (Fig. 1b).
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3.3 Unmanned Aerial Vehicle-based Laser Scanning

ULS was carried on 18 October 2018 using a RIEGL VUX-1LR

laser scanner mounted on a RIEGL RiCOPTER with an Applanix

AP20 Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU). Efficient data acquisi-

tion, especially in steep and remote terrain, is facilitated by creat-

ing a detailed flight plan using the software UgCS (UgCS, 2019).

For flight security, 3D distance calculations between projected

flight path and DSM surface were carried out. The flight plan was

adapted by considering the UAV pitch angle, the angular resolu-

tion of the scanner, the pulse repetition rate (PRR) and the flight

velocity to optimize point density and coverage of the scanned

area. Finally two UAV flights were carried out with flight alti-

tudes ranging between 50 m and 140 m above ground and hor-

izontal velocities of 8m/sec. An angular resolution of 0.0476◦

and a PRR of 820 kHz resulted in a point cloud with 803 pts/m2

and an average horizontal point spacing of 3.5 cm.

3.4 Data Processing

Data acquired with the TLS was processed using the RiScan Pro

(Riegl LMS, 2019) software to recalculate multiple echoes in the

air (multiple time around, MTA) and by using the SAGA GIS

(Conrad et al., 2015) software with the LIS Pro 3D (Rieg et al.,

2014) extension for further processing steps like registration, geo-

referencing, tiling, ground filtering, point cloud feature calcula-

tion and displacement estimation (Fig. 2). Five rectangular re-

flector targets with known geometry mounted on stable bedrock

around the active landslide were used for registration and geo-

referencing. The registration was further improved by apply-

ing the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm (Besl and McKay,

1992) on stable, well distributed and non-vegetated areas. To en-

sure efficient data handling the TLS point clouds were split into

100 × 100m tiles with an overlap of 10 m. Virtual point clouds

were created in order to handle and access the point cloud tiles

based on a XML file, describing the spatial organisation of the

tiles (Wichmann, 2016). A progressive triangular irregular net-

work (TIN) densification approach was applied to every point

cloud tile to distinguish between ground and non-ground points

(Axelsson, 2000). The classified point clouds were further used to

create digital terrain models (DTMs) by only using ground points.

Subsequently, shaded relief images were derived from the DTMs

using the ambient occlusion algorithm (Tarini et al., 2006).

TLS AcquisitionULS Acquisition

2.5D vector calculation

SAGA GIS; IMCORR-DEM

3D vector calculation
SAGA LIS; ICP-Matching

ALS Acquisition

Trajectory correction, offline waveform 

processing, strip adjustment

Applanix POSPAC, Riegl RiProcess, Riegl RiPrecision

MTA (multiple time around) 

re-calculation

SAGA LIS; Virtual point cloud

Fine registration to TLS data

SAGA LIS; Iterative closest point (ICP)

Tiling, data management

SAGA LIS; Virtual point cloud

Ground filtering, DSM and DTM

SAGA LIS; Progressive TIN densification

Geometric feature calculation

SAGA LIS; Point cloud feature 

Registration, georeferencing

SAGA LIS; Reflector targets, ICP
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SAGA GIS; Ambient Occlusion

Feature comparison

Descriptive statistics 

Figure 2. Workflow showing the main data processing steps.

The IMU and Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) data

of the UAV flight trajectory were differentially corrected using

simultaneously recorded reference data from a GNSS base sta-

tion operated by the South Tyrolean Positioning Service (STPOS,

2019). The software package RiProcess (Riegl LMS, 2019) was

used to process the laser scanning data based on the corrected

trajectory to create georeferenced point coordinates and the Ri-

Precision (Riegl LMS, 2019) software package was used for

strip adjustment in order to minimize differences between single

flight strips. The ULS point cloud was then transformed to the

TLS point cloud acquired on 5 October 2018 using stable non-

vegetated areas and the ICP algorithm. The same tiled data man-

agement as applied to the TLS data was used to enhance further

data processing like ground filtering, geometric feature calcula-

tion and 3D displacement vector derivation.

The ALS data is provided as an already processed and georef-

erenced point cloud. After tiling, the same processing steps as

applied to the TLS data were carried out.

3.5 Point Cloud Feature Calculation

Point cloud features are geometrical features calculated within a

spherical neighbourhood for each point. Height, density, local

plane and eigenvalue features can be differentiated. Point cloud

features are well suited to describe geometrical properties of

point clouds in a quantitative way. Consequently, they are useful

measures to describe differences in laser scanning data obtained

from different platforms. Furthermore, point cloud features de-

scribe certain morphologies on the landslide surface where dis-

placement estimation performs well. Locally fitted planes using

least-squares fitting within a defined neighbourhood are either de-

scribed by their normal vector or by aspect and slope angles in-

dicating dip angle and dip direction of the plane. The standard

deviation of the distance of all points to the fitted plane is a use-

ful measure to describe the quality of the local fitted plane.

A principle component analysis enables the calculation of eigen-

values and eigenvectors (e1, e2, e3) of the 3D structure tensor or

covariance matrix where the eigenvector 1 (e1) is a vector with

the largest eigenvalue, the eigenvector 2 (e2) is a vector with the

medium eigenvalue and eigenvector 3 (e3) is a vector with the

smallest eigenvalue. Consequently, eigenvectors are useful mea-

sures in describing the geometric shape of objects (Gross and

Thoennessen, 2006). A constellation of two long eigenvectors

(e2 and e1) and one small eigenvector (e3) represents planar sur-

faces where e3 corresponds to the surface normal vector (n). The

omnivariance is a feature that is calculated based on the three

eigenvalues within the defined neighbourhood. The omnivariance

can be seen as a measure of the roughness. The higher the omni-

variance value, the less differences between the eigenvalues and

the rougher a surface appears.

omnivarince =
3
√
e1 ∗ e2 ∗ e3 (1)

The geometric curvature Mcurv(p) of a point p is defined as the

average difference between the direction of the local normal vec-

tor np and the direction of the normal vectors np(j) of k consid-

ered neighbouring points j (Bae and Lichti, 2004).

Mcurv(p) =
1

k

k∑

j=1

||np − np(j)|| (2)
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3.6 Landslide Displacement Estimation

Landslide displacement estimation was done by applying a 3D

and a 2.5D approach. 3D vectors were derived at morpholog-

ical features extracted from the TLS and ULS point clouds by

using a geometric curvature threshold. Convex and concave mor-

phological structures like block edges, ridges or scarps can be

summarized as geomorphological breaklines. Their complex ge-

ometrical properties are well suited to introduce multi-temporal

correspondence by deriving 3D displacement vectors. Assum-

ing that the features morphology remains the same between the

acquisition dates, the ICP-Matching algorithm implemented in

the SAGA-LIS software was applied on extracted multi-temporal

geomorphological breaklines (Pfeiffer et al., 2018, Wichmann,

2016). The ICP-Matching algorithm is a modified version of

the ICP algorithm where 3D displacement vectors are created

by solving the icp problem and connecting the initial slave

point positions with their resulting positions after transformation.

This is done for each point cloud structure contained within a

10 × 10 × 10m voxel. The translation is carried out iteratively

until a minimum point to surface distance or a defined maximum

number of iterations is reached.

The limitations to describe this small-scale geomorphological

breaklines using ALS point cloud data (see 4.1) requires the ap-

plication of another landslide displacement estimation method.

The IMCORR-DEM method implemented in the SAGA software

(Conrad et al., 2015) can be used to circumvent this issue by uti-

lizing other features for correspondence building (Bremer, 2012).

The creation of DTMs from classified point clouds with an ad-

equate cell size allows a further derivation of shaded relief im-

ages using the ambient occlusion method (Tarini et al., 2006).

The recognition of corresponding pixel patterns in two differ-

ent shaded relief images derived from DTMs acquired at dif-

ferent epochs enables the horizontal estimation of 2D displace-

ments. Adding the DTM elevation information to the respective

corresponding pixels enables the determination of 2.5D displace-

ments. Long term displacement analysis between 2008 and 2018

using one ALS data set, three TLS datasets and one ULS data

set were carried out by using either the ICP-Matching method or

the IMCORR-DEM method depending on the point cloud prop-

erties, the level of detail and their potential to describe complex

surfaces. Displacement comparisons were done by assuming a

uniform landslide movement throughout a year to calculate an-

nual displacements from the temporal irregularly acquired point

clouds.

4. RESULTS

4.1 Surface Representation in ALS, TLS and ULS Point
Clouds

The suitability to describe certain morphological surface struc-

tures within point clouds by using geometric features depends

on point cloud properties and acquisition platform (ALS, TLS

or ULS). As landslide displacements are preferentially quantified

by using certain morphological structures within the point clouds,

these structures need to be described platform independently. Oc-

clusions are quantified as coverage and the spatial resolution usu-

ally specified as point spacing are two main parameters affecting

the quality of object representation. A landslide surface subset

was used to assess the differences between ULS, TLS and ALS

data (Fig. 3 and Table 1).

a)

8 m

8 m

8 m

b)

c)

d)

Figure 3. Subset of landslide surface a) photographed during

fieldwork and visualised by point clouds acquired with b) ULS,

c) TLS and d) ALS

Table 1. Properties of different laser scanning data

Platform Coverage (%) Point spacing (cm)

ULS 96.2 3.5

TLS 78.7 5.2-9.1

ALS 97.7 56.2

The ULS point cloud with a mean point spacing of 3.5 cm de-

scribes the surface geometry with a constant point distribution,

without major data gaps and with a high level of detail (Fig. 3b).

The average point spacing of 5.2-9.1 cm, as it is assumed for the

TLS point clouds, is still sufficient to map surface textures, but

occlusion effects and irregular point density distribution within

the TLS point cloud may lead to an incomplete surface descrip-

tion (Fig. 3c). The point spacing of the ALS point cloud of about

56 cm makes it impossible to detect smaller morphological struc-

tures on the landslide surface (fig. 3d). Thus, a point cloud based

determination of landslide displacement using geometrically de-

scribed features is not feasible. Nevertheless a coverage of 98%

for the ALS data offers a good opportunity to derive landslide dis-

placements using an image based method, where the advantage of

using larger and interplatform compatible morphological features

in terms of pixel patterns can be exploited. A comparative study
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Figure 4. Median (a) omnivariance values and (b) standard deviations of distances from points to the fitted plane calculated by using

different search radii for a subset of ALS, ULS and TLS point cloud data. Histograms showing frequency density of (c) slope angles

and (d) aspect angles of fitted planes within a 150 cm spherical neighbourhood occurring within the same point cloud subset but

acquired with different laser scanning platforms.

of point cloud features (e.g. omnivariance and standard deviation

of a fitted plane) calculated within different search radii enables

the identification of a common neighbourhood in which the influ-

ence of platform characteristics on displacement derivation can

be minimized.

The omnivariance and therefore the surface roughness generally

decrease with increasing search radius, except for the ALS data,

where an increase from 50 to 150 cm search radius is followed

by an omnivariance decrease towards higher radii. Major differ-

ences between ULS and TLS are observable at smaller search

radii. With increasing search radius the differences decrease. In

general the ULS data features higher omnivariance values, es-

pecially at smaller neighbourhoods which suggests them to be

rougher and further demonstrates the ability to represent smaller

topographic structures compared to the other laser scanning plat-

forms (Fig. 4a.). The maximum omnivariance value per laser

scanning platform is reached at different search radii. The ra-

dius indicating the highest omnivariance value might correspond

to the minimum size of morphological structures that can be de-

scribed with the respective laser scanning platform.

The median standard deviations of distances from points to the

fitted plane for the whole point cloud subset behave similar for

each laser scanning platform. With increasing search radius,

which is used for the plane fitting, the standard deviations in-

crease. The ULS data generally features higher standard devia-

tions compared to the TLS and ALS point cloud at smaller search

radii (Fig. 4b.). At larger search radii the standard deviation of

the ALS point cloud exceeds the ULS and TLS values, which

might be associated with much lower point distances.

The search radius at which the smallest differences of omnivari-

ance and standard deviation of fitted planes between the platforms

occur, indicates a neighbourhood where the planes described by

different platforms are almost similar. This assumption can be

confirmed by comparing surface parameters such as aspect and

inclination of locally fitted planes using the same spherical neigh-

bourhood of 150 cm (Fig. 4c and d).

4.2 Long Term Displacement Analysis

Applying a displacement derivation method adapted to the prop-

erties of the existing data allows the exploitation of ten years

of laser scanning observation history. Three observation peri-

ods given by five laser scanning acquisitions are examined and

compared. Based on the results gained from a point cloud prop-

erty analysis (see 4.1) displacement vectors were derived from the

ALS data from 29 August 2008 and the TLS data from 28 June

2016 (period01) by using the IMCORR-DEM approach. Dis-

placement vectors were also derived from the TLS data from 28

June 2016 and 26 June 2017 (period02) and the TLS data from 26
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June 2017 and 5 October 2018 (period03a) as well as the UAV-

LS data from 18 October 2018 (period03b) by exploiting the ICP-

Matching method. Geomorphological breaklines extracted by us-

ing a geometric curvature threshold calculated within a 50 cm

spherical neighbourhood were used as objects to quantify dis-

placements. The derived vectors were spatially aggregated to me-

dian displacement and direction values within a 2×2m grid to il-

lustrate the spatial pattern of the displacement vectors distributed

over the landslide. A similar pattern of displacement magnitude

and direction between all observation periods can be observed.

Figure 5 illustrates this pattern occurring within observation pe-

riod02 representative for all other observation periods. How well

the corresponding morphologies are rotated and transformed to

each other after applying the ICP-Matching approach is recorded

by the root-mean-squared error (RMSE) attached as an attribute

to every point in the transformed point cloud. Observation period

03a is obtained from two TLS acquisitions and observation pe-

riod 03b from one TLS acquisition and one ULS acquisition. As

they cover almost the same time span, differences of the vector

quality using the RMSE values are compiled (Fig. 6). Lower and

less scattered RMSE values between the two TLS acquisition are

apparent, where higher and wider scattered RMSE values arise

within vectors derived from ULS and TLS data indicating more

mistakenly matched morphological structures.

A simple spatial comparison of displacement vectors covering

different observation periods is done by a subtraction of an-

nual 3D displacements. Maps of differential displacements in-

dicate areas of landslide acceleration or deceleration. A gen-

eral landslide acceleration of up to 20 cm a-1 is observable by

comparing the annual displacement vectors obtained between pe-

riod02 and period03 (Fig. 7a). A pattern of deceleration and ac-

celeration in the order of ±15 cm a-1 is identified between pe-

riod01 and period02, where areas of deceleration prevail (Fig.

7b). A comparison of period01 with period03 shows similar pat-

tern of acceleration and deceleration but with more areas showing

acceleration instead of deceleration (Fig. 7c).

5. DISCUSSION

The comparison of point cloud properties acquired with differ-

ent laser scanning platforms shows discussable advantages and

disadvantages regarding their ability to derive landslide displace-

ment vectors. ALS platforms provide point clouds with a good

coverage that may cover much larger areas than those which can

be acquired with TLS or ULS platforms. Compared to 2D image

data without elevation (e.g. satellite or aerial images), images

derived from ALS data have the ability to exploit the IMCORR-

DEM approach with additional height information to derive 2.5D

displacement vectors instead of pure 2D vectors. Nevertheless,

ALS data in this case is not suitable to describe complex sur-

faces in a high level of detail. Morphological structures smaller

than 150 cm cannot be described by using the ALS point cloud.

Furthermore, the data is prone to describe horizontal areas in

more detail than vertical areas. Point cloud acquisition with TLS

platforms from multiple scanning positions with small scanning

distances to minimize shadowing effects and to provide homo-

geneous point clouds with high measurement accuracy is often

limited due to complex terrain and the accessibility of areas af-

fected by geomorphological processes like landslides. Consider-

ing these issues, only one scan position was used within this case

study, implicating advantages and disadvantages compared to the

ALS data. Smaller point spacing and higher point densities at ver-

tical structures allow a more precise detection of morphological

features within the TLS point cloud, where issues like incomplete

coverage and smaller acquisition areas are apparent. ULS links

the ALS advantages of good coverage and homogeneous point

densities with the advantage of the TLS data like smaller point

spacing facilitating a more precise description of morphologies

with a high level of detail.

Quality differences between vectors derived from ULS and TLS

respectively only TLS may occur due to different surface rep-

resentations of ULS and TLS data. As 3D vectors were derived

by using the ICP-Matching on morphological structures extracted
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Figure 7. 3D displacement differences indicating areas of acceleration or deceleration based on annual displacements derived between
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displacement differences obtained by subtracting displacement

vectors acquired within different observation periods.

by a certain geometric curvature threshold, the representation of

these structures may differ regarding the laser scanning platform

used for acquisition. The transformation of the extracted ULS

surface morphologies to the extracted TLS surface morphologies

causes more errors than the transformation of point clouds ac-

quired with the same platform. Adapting the geometric curvature

threshold of the ULS point cloud may enable a better matching

of their morphologies with them obtained from TLS.

Two potentially result influencing issues were neglected in iden-

tifying areas of acceleration and deceleration within the investi-

gated time series. First, identified accelerations and decelerations

in the investigated time series are affected by the assumption of

continuous landslide movement throughout a year. Annual dis-

placements were derived from irregularly distributed acquisitions

throughout the time. Second, the compared landslide displace-

ment vectors were derived using either a 2.5D or a 3D approach

which can be a source of differences by itself. Nevertheless, this

method offers a unique possibility to identify area-wide spatial

differences of the landslide behaviour over the time.

6. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Major differences between point clouds acquired from ALS, TLS

and ULS regarding spatial resolution and coverage are evident

which further affect point cloud derived geometrical attributes

like the orientation and standard deviation of fitted planes and

the omnivariance of a point within a spherical neighbourhood.

The orientation of these planes varies between the platforms. The

differences can be minimized within a neighbourhood of about

150 cm. The analysis of roughness parameters within a varying

search radius enabled the determination of a minimum size of

morphological structures for each laser scanning platform indi-

cating if a displacement estimation based on correspondences of

geometrical features is feasible. TLS and ULS data turned out

to be well suited for geometrical based displacement derivations,

where the ALS data is not able to describe the same morpholog-

ical structures as they occur within the TLS and ULS data. As a

consequence, displacement vectors derived by the ALS data were

created by using the IMCORR-DEM approach.

Handling the data differences of the different laser scanning plat-

forms by applying an adequate method for displacement esti-

mation finally enables the determination of landslide movement

patterns throughout the past ten years. Annual landslide dis-

placement differences in the order of ±15 cm/a between 2008

and 2017 indicate areas of landslide acceleration and decelera-

tion whereas annual displacement differences between 2016 and

2018 demonstrate an area wide acceleration of up to 20 cm/a. Dif-

ferences in describing complex morphologies between ULS and

TLS data cause displacement vectors with higher errors related

to poor surface matching. Developing a relation translating ULS

described morphologies to TLS described morphologies might

overcome this issue in future. The assumption of uniform land-

slide movement throughout the year has to be verified in future

by continuously measuring the landslide displacement with an

adequate sensor (e.g. permanently measuring DGNSS logger or
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a permanently installed laser scanner). A second ULS acquisi-

tion in 2019 may further enable a more complete and accurate

monitoring of the 3D-landslide movement using even smaller and

more accurately represented morphologies.
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